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0.1 In the past, Lithuanian accentuation has been treated by a.
number of scholars; however, most investigations of the problem
have centered around diachronic developments. The little synchronic
work which has been done has dealt mainly with nominal accentuation,
while verbal accentuation has either been neglected entirely or has been
given the most superficial analysis. Therefore, it is the intended
purpose of this paper to provide a synchronic analysis of Lithuanian
verbal accentuation, in the couise of which it will become evident
that any significant synchronic treatment of verbal accentuation must
take into account (at least) the following three factors:
(1) unprefixed verbal forms : ' •
(2) prefixed verbal forms
(3) significance of categorial membership
1.1 As a preliminary to our analysis, some general discussion of
the Lithuanian verbal system will be helpful. Beginning with
intonation, we find that Lithuanian distinguishes three types: acute
('), which indicates a stressed syllable with falling tone; circumflex
(~), which indicates a stressed syllable with rising tone; grave (^),
which simply indicates word stress and no intonational curve. The
acute and circiimflex intonations occur only on syllables containing
a long vowel or diphthong, while the grave occiirs only on those
containing a short vowel. Surface falling tone (acute) is the.
phonetic manifestation of stress on a high-pitched syllable, while
surface rising tone (circumflex) represents stress on a low-pitched
syllable. A stem-syllable marked grave on the surface derives from
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gui underlying stressed syllable with low pitch.
1.2 Turning our attention more specifically to verbs, we find that
the Lithuanian Verb is analyzable into foxir constituent parts: the
root, the verb suffix (VS), the tense/aspect marker, and the personal
endings. The root is what remains after the VS and the tense/aspect
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marker, and the personal endings. The root is what remains after the
VS and the tense/aspect marker are removed from the infinitive (e.g.
mylet
i
,
where myl- is the root, e_ is the VS, and -ti the infinitive
marker; augti , where i.ug- is the root and -ti is the infinitive marker).
The VS may occur in a number of shapes. It may appear, for example,
as 0, as in dirbti 'to work', e, as in myleti 'to love', ^, as in matjrti
'to see', or o, as in zinoti 'to know'. The form of the VS occurs
in non-derived verbs, while the other three may occur in both derived
sjid non-derived verbs. The tense/aspect marker always appears in the
infinitive as -ti, e.g. dirb-ti . In the present tense, the tense/aspect
msirker may have one of four possible forms: a, i_,o^ or ja . These are
found in verbs of the first, second, and third conjugation classes
respectively. (See below for a discussion of the conjugation classes).
In the preterit, only the two tense/aspect markers e_ and o may ocunr.
The same personal endings are used for both the present and preterit
forms. The shapes of these endings can be readily seen in the following
paradigms:
present Preterit
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ending is 0, the final vowel which appears is actually the tense/aspect
marker.
The variation in the first and second singular endings which occurs
in the above paradigms (e.g. 1 Sg. augu vs. matau ; 2 Sg. augi vs.
matai ) is simply a surface result of the application of vovrel deletion
rules to the same underlying ending. Since one of these rules operates
on vowels in word-final position, the full first and second person
endings may be seen in the reflexive forms where the addition of the
reflexive marker -si^ prevents the rule from operating because the vowel
is no longer in final position, i.e. augu but reflexive auguosi ,
—
The non-reflexive forms of these two verbs are derived as follows
:
/aug-a-au/ /mat~aa-au/
metathesis aug-a-ua mat-aa-u?
V. truncation aug-ua mat-a-ua ..•-•
final short. aug~u mat-a-u
The derivation of the second singular forms is exactly the same as that
of the first singular, preceding from underlying forms with the ending
/-ex/.
The preterits always have long tense/aspect markers. Their
surface forms can thiis be accounted for in the same manner as the •
present-tense surface forms of matyti . For example, the first singular
preterit of augti is derived as follows: /aug-aa-au/ -» /aug-aa-ua/ ->
/aug-a-ua/ ->• augau (by the same rules used in the above derivation);
2.1 As was stated above, the p'orpose of this paper is to provide an
analysis of Lithuanian verbal accentuation. We begin by examining the
7following forms
.
...
Group I
prefixed unprefixed
present preterit ' present preterit
(l) augti 'to increase' ( apaugti 'to become overgrown')
apaugu apaugau augu Sugau
apaugi apaugai augi augai
apauga apaugo auga augo
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(2) risti *to tie, bind' (isristi 'to unite')
isrisu
isrisi
isrisa
isrisau
isrisai
isrfso
ris^
risi
risa
(3) rekti 'to shout' ( aprekti *to outshout')
aprekiu aprekiau rekiu
aprekf aprekei reki
aprekia apreke reki
a
(1+) vilkti 'to pull' ( suvilkti 'to pull together')
suvelku suvilkau velku
suvelki suvilkai velki
suvelka suvilko "v^elka
(5) vefkti 'to cry' ( apvegkti 'to cry about')
apverkiu apverkiau verkiu
apverki apverkei * verki
apvefkia apverk^ ve?kia
risaQ
risal
riso
rekiaQ
rekei
reke
vilkau
vilkal
vilko
verkiau
verkei
vefke
(6) lipti 'to climb around on' ( apl^pti . 'to climb around on')
aplipu .A aplipaCl ^; lipu j^ lipatl
aplipi :,,... aplipai lipi lipal
aplipa .
.
• aplipo •
.
• lipa lipo
(T) lipti 'get covered' j aplipti 'get covered')
aplimpu aplipau limpu lipau
aplimpi aplipai limpi lipai
aplimpa aplipo liffipa lipo
(8) megti 'to like' (pamegti 'to find pleas\ire in')
pamegstu pamegau megstu megau
> ^ > - ' ^
pamegsti pamegai megsti m^gai
pamegsta pamego . ... megsta mego
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Group II (a) '
(9) moketi 'to pay* ( uzmoketi 'to pay one time')
uzmoku uzmokejau moku mokejau
uzmoki uzmokejai moki mokejai
uzmoka uzmokejo m6ka' . - . mokeJo
(10) drebeti 'tremble' ( sudrebeti 'to tremble violently')
sudrebu sudrebejau drebu drebejau
sudrebi sudrebejai drebi drebejai
sudreba sudrebojo dreba . • drebejo
(11) vazineti 'drive around' ( suvazineti 'ride too much')
suvazineju suvazinejau vazineju vazinejau
suvazineji suvazinejai vazineji vazinejai
suvazineja suvazinejo vazineja vazinejo
(12) vartoti 'use' ( suvartoti 'use up')
suvartoju suvartojau vartoju
suvartoji suvartojai vartoji
suvartoja suvartojo vartoja
(13) galeti 'be able' ( nugaleti 'defeat, conquer'
nugaliu nugalejau galiu
nugali nugal^Jai gali
nugali nugalejo gSli
(ll+) myleti 'love' ( sumyleti 'to entertain well)
sum^liu sumylejau myliu
sumyli sumylejai n^li
sumyli sumylejo
., ffl^li
vartojau
vartojai
vartojo
galejau
gal^Jai
galejo
nylejau
mylejai
mylejo
(15) ieskoti 'seek' ( apieskoti 'search thoroughly')
apieskau apieskojau leskau ieskojau
apleskai apieskojai leskai ieskSjai
apfesko apieskojo £esko ieskojo
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Group II (B)
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(23) styroti 'to be rigid' ( pastyroti 'remain rigid')
past^rau pastyrojau st^rau stjrrojau
pastyrai pastyrojai styrai stjrrojai
pastyro pastyrojo st^ro styrojo
2.2 In the discussion which follows we will develop our analysis by
considering the paradigms given above. The paradigms fall into two
major groups: verbs with uncharacterized infinitives (the first group,
e.g. augti ) ajid verbs with characterized infinitives (the second group,
e.g. moketi ) . The division into these two groups forms the basis for
the discussion in the rest of the paper. In the coiorse of what follows,
we will show why consideration of categorial information and prefixed
verbs is necessary if an adequate description of verbal accentuation
is to be achieved.
2.2.1 The first paradigm given is that or augti , which represents a
large group of first conjugation verbs with an acute accent which remains
fixed on the root syllable throughout the paradigm. A comparison of
this paradigm with that of the next example, risti , reveals crucial
accentual differences. In risti , we find that the unprefixed and
prefixed forms of the preterit, unlike the corresponding forms of
augti , show an alternation of accent between the root and the ending
in the first and second persons singular. In the prefixed forms of the
•present tense of risti , however, the accent remains fixed on the prefix.
2.2.2.1 These alternations of accent between the root and the ending
result from the operation of the synchronic reflex of a historical
phenomenon first noticed by Ferdinand de Saussure. The process as de
Saussure first described it involved the shift of accent from a syllable
with circumflex or grave intonation to an immediately following syllable
with acute intonation. In keeping with the interpretation of surface
accentuation given above in 1.1, the synchronic reflex of this process
may be form\ilated as:
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(DSL) + syllabic + syllabic
" + stress C- + high tone
+ lov tone
1 2 3 .-^12 3
C-stressD C+ stressD
By this rule an accent on an underlying low-pitched syllable shifts
to an irainediately following high-pitched syllable. The fact that
DSL requires a sequence of low tone followed by high tone explains
why certain forms of risti have undergone accent shift, while the
corresponding forms of £ugti have not. That is, the stem ris- , with
grave accent (from underlying low tone) satisfies the low-pitched
part of the environment for DSL, and whenever this stem is coupled
with a high-pitched ending, stress shifts to the ending by DSL. The
stem aug- however, as is evidenced by its acute accent, has an
underlying high pitch and thus , regardless of the pitch of the ending
which is added, forms built on this stem can never satisfy the environ-
ment for DSL. Since the 1 and 2 Sg. endings are the only ones which may
with any certainty be said to have underlying high pitch (cf. the
reflexive forms of these endings -uosi and -lesi , where they occur
in their unshortened forms), it is obvious why only these particular
endings are eligible to receive stress by DSL. Furthermore, the fact
that DSL specifies contiguous syllables in its environment explains
why it is that, even though accent may occur on the endings of the 1
and 2 Sgs. in the unprefixed forms of the present, no such alternation
ever occurs in the prefixed forms. That is, whenever the stress occurs
on the prefix there is always at least one syllable (the root) inter-
vening between the prefix and the high-pitched endings, making it
impossible for such forms to ever meet the environment for stress
shift by DSL.
2.2.1.2 At this point we should consider the derivational processes
by which the first and second singular endings (which have underlying
high tone) occur with surface grave (present tense) or circumflex
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(preterit). The underlying representation of the 1 Sg. present of the
verb risti is /ris-a-au/. The root has a short vowel and will thus
have a low pitch in the underlying representation. As stated above,
the ending has an underlying high pitch (a stressed vowel is marked
with £in x): /ris-a-au/. Metathesis eind vowel truncation yield the
lo hi
y Y^r 10
form /ris-ua/. Final shortening now applies, giving /ris-u/ which
lo hi ^
,
lo hi
becomes ( by DSL)/ris~u/. Notice that the final shortening rule has
lo hi
produced a short vowel (u). This u, however, still has the high
pitch which the diphthong au had at the beginning of the derivation.
Since Lithuanian does not permit a high pitch on a short vowel on the
surface (cf. l.l), there has to be some mechanism to change the pitch
from C "•"highD to C +low!l, thus creating a permissible surface combination
of vowel length and pitch. A similar problem exists in the preterit.
However, because there is a long theme vowel in the preterit, after
vowel truncation and final shortening apply, we are left with a surface
diphthong: /ris-aa-au/ -* /ris-aa-ua/ •* /ris-a-ua/ ->• /ris-a-u/.
lo hi lo hi lo hi lo hi
Since an acute is not allowed in final position, the C+ highD of the
ending will have to be changed to C+ low3. Low pitch on a long vowel
or diphthong is realized as surface circumflex. Thus, the final form
of this 1 Sg. is risau .
2.2.1.3 The question now arises as to why the accent should fall on the
prefix in the present tense forms of -risti but on the root syllable
of -augti , the only obvious difference between the two roots being that
au^i has a high pitch on the root syllable while risti has a low
pitch. In order to answer the above question, it is necessary to, examine
the other paradigms. ".
2.2.2 Looking at the unprefixed forms of the third example, rekti
,
we see that the distribution of accent between the root and the ending
is the same as the distribution in the imprefixed forms of risti .
Such a correspondence is logical since both risti and rekti have low
pitch on the root, the only difference being that risti has a grave
accent and rekti has a circumflex. In spite of the similarity of -
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behavior with respect to DSL between risti and rekti , the accentuation
of their prefixed forms, however, is totally different. In the present
tense, rekti , like augti , is accented on the root syllable. However,
in the preterit, rekti has the accent invariably on the prefix, unlike
either augti or rist i . It is unclear at this point why the accentual
difference occurs in the prefixed forms of the present tense. However,
the accentual difference in the preterit may be due to the fact that
augti and ri sti have o_ preterits, while rekti has an e_ preterit. An
examination of all of the paradigms given above reveals that with the
exception of third conjugation verbs in -yti , all verbs which have an
e^ preterit show identical accentuation in the prefixed formr of the
preterit (i.e. the accent is always on the prefix). On the other hand,
the accent is always on the root in the o^ preterit.
2,2.3 1'he next example, vilkti , represents a class of ablauting verbs
having i_ in the root syllable of the infinitive and preterit and e
in the present. The distribution of the accent of this verb is iden-
tical to that of risti. However, the accent itself is the same as that
of rekti (i.e. circumflex). This verb and the next example vefkti
are different from the others which have been discussed in that they
both have root syllables with mixed diphthongs. (A mixed diphthong
is a vowel plus a resonant in a closed syllable (vilk- ), as opposed
to a vocalic diphthong (as ir aug- ) , which consists of a non-high
followed by a high vowel). There is nothing else of significance to
say about the villtti and vefkti types at this point. They will be more
relevant to a later discussion.
2. 2. it lipti and megti represent a class of verbs in which the present
stem is characterized by the addition of a nasal infix and an -st-
suffix respectively. The nasal infix and the -st- suffix are in
general used to form inchoative intransitives. Verbs which have an
infix or suffix added in the present always have the accent on the root
or on -the' ending (i.e. never on the prefix). For example', the uasal-
infiked present limpa has the prefixed- form aplimpa ,but the uncharac-
terized present lipa has the prefixed form aplipa . Tae e'^qilanation for
this accentual difference will present itself in the course of our
analysis.
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2.3 Having so far looked at an example of each of the types of verbs
which have imcharacterized infinitives, we will nov; examine these verbs
as a whole in an attempt to find an underlying principle of accentuation.
From a general survey of the accentuation of verbs with uncharacterized
infinitives, it appears that these verbs can be divided into two groups:
(1) Verbs like iugti , rekti and vefkti , which haVe the accent on
the root in the prefixed forms of the present (the accent on the 1
and 2 Sg. ehdings of rekti and vefkti is of course due to the operation
of DSL).
(2) Verbs like risti and vilkti , which have the accent on the
prefix in the present tense.
An examination of verbs which fall into Group I reveals that they
are all alike in one respect : they all have an underlying heavy root
syllable. (A heavy syllable is one which contains a long vowel or a
vocalic diphthong or a mixed diphthong fOj.lowed by a consonant). On
the other hand, the majority of the verbs which fall into Group II
have £ui underlying light root syllable. (A light syllable is an open
syllable which contains a short vowel). Group II also includes a few
verbs with heavy root syllables (cf. vilkti ) . These latter all ablaut,
having il_, im, ir_ and in_ in the infinitive and preterit and el , em,
er and en^ in the present. Thus, their exceptionality is predictable.
The accentual difference which exists between aplimpa , the characterized
present of lipti , and aplipa , the uncharacterized present of lipti , was
pointed out above. It is clear no'w that this accentual difference is
due to the fact that the nasal-infixed present aplimpa has a heavy
root syllable which doesn't ablaut with lemp- , vrhereas the unchar-
acterized present aplipa has a light root syllable. Similarly, presents
which are formed by the addition of the -st- suffix also have heavy
root syllables and thus always have the root accented in prefixed forms.
2.U It appears then from the evidence presented above, that the place
of accent is predictable in the present, preterit, and infinitive of
both prefixisd and unprefixed verbs with uncharacterized infinitives.
2.U.1 It is a fact of the language that verbal roots are monosyllabic.
Therefore, since in unprefixed verbs, the accent is always on the root
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syllable, there is never any question of where the accent will occur,
making it automatically predictable and therefore assignable to the root
syllable by an early rule.
2.i*.2 In prefixed verbs,, the predictability of occurrence of the
accent between the root and the prefix makes it possible to assign
accent to prefixes as well as to roots: in the present tense, the
accent will be assigned to the root syllable Just in case that syllable
is heavy. If the root syllable is light, the accent will be assigned
to the prefix. In the e^ preterit, the accent will always be assigned
to the prefix, while infinitives and forms of the o_ preterit will
receive root accent.
The ablauting verbs discussed above ( vilkti , etc.) v;ill be
exceptions to the rule which assigns accent to a heavy root syllable and
will have to be marked as having accent assigned to the prefix.
2.5 The discussion so far has been based solely on observations about
the accentuation of verbs with ijncharacteri zed infinitives. Before
any conclusions can be drawn about Lithuanian verbal accentuation as a
whole, it will be necessary to extend our investigation to include the
language's second major group of verbs those with characterized
infinitives.
3.1 In order to facilitate discussion, we will begin by limiting our-
selves to examination of the accentuation of the unprefixed forms of
verbs with characterized infinitives (paradigms of verbs with char-
acterized infinitives occur under Group II in section 2.1 above).
A look at the paradigms in Group II reveals that these verbs exhibit
a variety of accentual patterns, so that for example, we find koseti
with root stress in all categories (recall that those forms which have
ending-accent can be analyzed as underlyingly root stressed and as
having iindergone stress shift by DSL) and vazineti with stress on the
verb suffix in all categories. There exist also verbs such as drebeti
,
which have accent on the root in certain categories and on the verb suffix
in others. What is significant for the present discussion is the
fact that the following generalization holds true for the paradigms
of all unprefixed verbs with characterized infinitives:
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In all categories where the verb suffix is present on the surf?.ce
,
there is never any variation in the place of accent; either (a) the
stress will always occior on the verb suffix ( vazineti ) or (b) stress
will always occur on the root in all forms (koseti ) . It should be
emphasized that paradigms like that of drebeti » with altelmation of
stress between root and VS, do not consitute exceptions to the above
generalization. Since the VS is not present in certain categories of
this verb, it is of course impossible for the accent to occur anywhere
but on the root in these categories. In all categories where the VS
does occur however, in keeping with our generalization, there is no
accentual alternation, stress occurring invariably on the VS. (Vfe
will for the moment disregard the accentuation of those categories in
which no VS occurs and return to them later in our discussion). We
will henceforth refer to verbs which have stress on the VS whenever
it is present as Type (A) verbs and those which have root stress as
Type (B) verbs.
3.2 The question now airises as to whether there is any way to predict
which verbs will fall under Type (A) and which will be accented in
accordance with Type (B). Clearly there is no purely segmental means
of distinguishing between the two types. However, a general examination
of verbs with characterized infinitives reveals that those of Type (B)
are distinguishable on the basis of certain shared semantic and
morphological characteristics. Thus, it seems that the vast majority
of verbs which are semantically characterizable as iteratives,
intensives or duratives predictably exiiibit root accent (e.g. koseti
'to cough', merdeti 'to be dying', styroti 'to be rigid'). In addition,
it is possible' to predict that any verb which belongs to the third
conjugation (i.e.whose infinitive ends in -oti or -yti )will fall into
accent type (B). Similarly, all verbs with infinitives in -inti
will have Type (b) accentuation. (It will be noted that there is a
certain amoirnt of overlap between these semantic and morphological
categories, so that for example there exist some iteratives, intensives
or duratives which are at the same time characterizable as third
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conjugation -yti or -otj^ verbs. It would not however even be necessary
to characterize such verbs semantically , since they automatically
fall into the more general group according to their morphological
configuration).
3.3 It seems then that accentuation of the unprefixed forms of verbs
with characterized infinitives is by and large predictable: In all
forms where there is no VS present, accent will of course be on the
root . In forms where the VS occurs , the accent will be on the VS
unless the verb in question belongs to the class of iteratives , dura-
tives or intensives or is classifiable as a third conjugation verb or
a verb in -inti , in which case the accent will occur on the root syllable.
3.^ Expanding our examination to include prefixed forms reveals that,
in all categories where the VS is present, division into Type (A)
and Type (B) verbs still holds. Thus, for any given category, as long
as the VS occurs, accent will never be on the prefix; it will invariably
be on the root for all verbs which are distinguishable as Type (B)
verbs on the basis of their semantic und morphological characteristics;
and it will invariably be on the VS for all other verbs (i.e. for all
Type (A) verbs).
3.5 Returning now to discussion of the paradigms of verbs with
characterized infinitives which do not have the VS present in all
categories, we find that wherever there is no VS present accentuation
may follow one of tvjo patterns: First of all, if it is the case that
the verb in question is classifiable as Type (B), then stress will
invariably occur on the root, with the prefix never receiving the
accent. If on the other hand the verb in question does not qualify as
Type (B), then the accentuation will follow exactly the pattern which
... 12
was described in 2.3 above for verbs with \incharacterized infinitives.
3.6 The above observations seem to indicate then that in all instances,
verbs of Type (B) have accent fixed predictably on the root. It would
not seem unreasonable then to capture this fact by assuming that the
grammar of the Lithuanian speaker contains some very early rule
which says something like the following: Accent the root of all
iteratives, intensives and duratives, third conjugation verbs, and
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verbs in -inti,
All other verb forms with the VS present on the surface (i.e.
all Type (A) verbs) predictably have stress on the VS. The speaker's
probable intuitions about this could similarly be characterized by a
rule which states simply: Accent the VS whenever it is present. Note
that this rule would logically be ordered after the one which accents
Type (B) roots. Such an ordering may readily be seen to allow both the
simplest statement of the tvro rules and the simplest analysis in
general, since the opposite ordering would necessitate either (l)
a more complicated statement of the VS accent rule which would actually
repeat the environment for the Type (B) accent rule or (2) the addition
of some sort of ie-stressing rule to remove stress from the VS in all
Type (B) verbs. That is, if the VS assignment rule were to be ordered
first, it would have to be stated in such a way as to accent the VS
wherever it is present, except in precisely those semantic and
morphological categories where the Type (B) accent rule will apply
to accent the root. Alternatively, the VS accent rule could be stated
as originally given above and would thus stress the VS everywhere.
When the Type (B) rule then applied, each Tyjie (B) form would receive
a root stress regardless of whether or not the form had already
received a VS stress by the previous rule. This would yield forms with
two stresses, necessitating some kind of de-stressing rule to remove
the right-most stress (i.e. the one on the VS).
3.7 Finally, it should be noted that ordering the above two rules
before whatever processes are responsible for the accentuation of verbs
with vincharacterized infinitives would account for why, in those cate-
gories where the VS is not present. Type (B) forms invariably have the
root accented, but Type (A) verbs behave exacta.y like verbs with
uncharacterized infinitives. That is, all foms of Type (B) verbs
(whether the VS is present or not) receive st -^^s by a very early rule.
Then, all Type (A) verb forms which have the Vo present receive stress
by another early r\ile. This leaves still u r ... .ited those Type (A)
verbs without a VS, so that they naturally i-., ' ic ipate in the same
accent assignment processes which act on the forms of verbs with
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uncharacterized infinitives.
It.l Having now examined all of the relevant types of verbs in the
language, it will be helpful to summarize briefly the observations which
have been made concerning these:
l+.l.l The largest group of verbs in the language are those with
uncharacterized inf\nitives . ' Unprefixed forms of these verbs have root
accent except when the accent has been shifted to certain e ndings by
the rule DSL (cf. section 2.2.1.1). Prefixed forms are accented as
follows : The infinitive and o-preterit always have the accent on the
root syllable; the e_-preterit always has the accent on the prefix;
the present has the accant on the root syllable if this syllable is
heavy and on the prefix if this syllable is light.
1+.1.2 Verbs with characterized infinitives display several accentuial
patterns
.
it. 1.2.1 Certain verbs, both prefixed and unprefixed, have root accent
in all tenses. These verbs fall into clearly defined classes, making
it possible to characterize their accentuation categorially.
^4.1.2.2 The remaining verbs, both prefixed and xonprefixed, with
characterized infinitives have the VS accented wherever it is present.
U.1.2.3 In present-tense forms where there is no VS, and where the
root has not received stress by one of the categorial root assignment
rules, prefixed forms will be accented in accordance with the weight
of their root syllables, just as are pi-efixed forms of uncharacterized
verbs. Unprefixed forms will, of course, be accented on the root
syllable
U.2 It appears that the principles of accentuation suggested for
uncharacterized verbs can be extended, then, to the entire class of
primary verbs by the addition of two rules: one rule to assign accent
to the roots of verbs in the categories which have surface root accents
in all tenses (iteratives, intensives, etc.); another to assign accent
to the verb suffixes of the rest of the characterized verbs (cf. moh3ti )
,
5.1 VJorking within the above framework, then, we can say that verbs
fall into two major groups : the first consists of those which have
the accent assigned by category to the root syllable in all tenses.
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while the second is made up of verbs whose accentuation varies according
to whether or not a VS is present and according to tense (i.e. verbs
whose accent is assigned largely by tense rather than by a more general
category).
The accent assignment rules, in the order in which they must apply,
are as follows
:
For prefixed and unprefixed verbs:
(1) Accent the root syllable of iteratives , intensives, duratives,
third conjugation verbs with infinitives in -yti and - oti , and verbs
with infinitives in -intl .
(2) (Where there has not yet been an accent assigned):
(a) Accent the verb suffix in all tenses where it is present.
For all remaining unprefixed verbs
:
(b) Accent the root syllable.
For all remaining prefixed verbs:
(c) Accent the root syllable of infinitives and o-preterits.
(d) Accent the root syllable in the present tense if that
syllable is heavy.
(e) Accent the prefix in the present tense if the root syllable
is light.
(f) Accent the prefix in the e-preterit. ' '
5.2 It will be observed that only the first two of the accent -' '
assignment rules given above are applicable to both prefixed and
unprefixed verbal forms. The reason for this is that for unprefixed
verbs it is only in characterized forms that a choice of accent
placement exists (i.e. between the root and the VS). For uncharacterized
verbs, it is only in prefixed forms that there can be any question of
where the accent will be assigned.
5.3 It is logical that the categorial accent assignment rules, which
assign the accent to the root in all tenses, would take precedence over
all of the other rules. Thus, even though there seems to be a general
principle of verb-suffix accentuation, the rule which assigns the
accent to these verb suffixes must follow the accent assignment riiles
of the first group, since a word is allowed to have only one stress.
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In turn, the rule which accents the root-syllable of the infinitives
and 0;-preterits must follovr the VS accent assignment rule because any
infinitive and o-preterit with a VS must have the accent assigned to
this VS. We might say, then, that there is a hierarchy of accent
assignment. That is, some verbs must already have their accents, as
a result of the working of a more general rule, at the time when other
accent assignment rules apply. A few examples should serve to clarify
the operation of the accent assignment rules : a verb such as pakoset^
since it is an iterative, is accented by the first accent assignment
rule and receives root accent in all of its tenses, while a verb such
as uzmoketi , since it was not affected by the first accent assignment
rule, has the VS accented in all tenses where it is present (i.e. in
the infinitive and in the preterit). No accent has yet been assigned
to the present and therefore the rules which assign accents here can
apply, placing an accent on the root-syllable, since it is heavy. A
verb such as isristi has root accent in the infinitive (by the rule
which accents the roots of infinitives without a VS), prefix accent in
the present ( isrisa ) (because the root-syllable is light), and root
accent in the preterit ( isriso ) (by the riile which accents the root-
syllable of o-preterits )
.
6.1 In conclusion, it is appropriate to add that, even though the
rules 'of accent assignment which we have proposed for Lithuanian are able
to account for the accentuation of the large majority of verbal forms
in th^ language, there still exist forms which must be considered to
be exceptional. A significant number (in fact, nearly all) of these
forms are identifiable as exceptions to Accent Assignment Rule (l)
(cf. section 5.1). It will be recalled that Rxae (l) differs from all
the other accent assignment rules in that it is the only one which
mentions semantic information in its environment (in addition to the
exclusively grammatical or ^- ' •. ./-tal information loq^uired hy the other
accent rules). Recauoc ol Luj ambiguity and ove.i'-. p wh:-. . ir^equently
exist between cjeuantic catetories, it is in ovir opi.^ion qiite natural
that it would be precisely with respect to the one rule whose application
depends on such information that most exceptions would arise. That is.
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it would not be surprising at all that there would exist not only a
great deal of variation from speaker to speaker about what semantic
category a particular verb belongs to, but also that the Judgements
of a particular speaker would fluctuate, depending on the specific
context and usage of the verb in question.
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Footnotes
\.e wish to thank Hans Hock for helpful discussion and suggestions
made during the writing of an earlier draft of this paper.
2
For complete discussion of the derivational processes involved
see Kenstowic 's contribution to this volume. It should be noted that
occasionally, in the process of derivation, a, long final syllable with high
pitch is shortened and is thus no longer able to appear with a siirface
acute (the icute being restricted to long syllables). In this case,
the syllable appears on the surface with a grave accent.
3This analysis is basically that presented in Kenstov/icz's
contribution to this volume, which may be consulted for further discussion
of the topic.
The \mderlying forms of these particiolar verb suffixes are /e:/,
/i:/, and /a:/ respectively. The verb suffixes are given in their
surface forms throughout the text.
It is notable that each Lithuanian verb uses only one third
person form in each tense, making no distinction between singular,
dual, and plural.
This derivation is the one given in Kenstowicz's contribution to
this voliome, which should be consulted for further details. The difference
in the underlying forms arises because augti is a first conjugation
verb and therefore has the tense/aspect marker /-a-/, while mat^ti
,
being a member of the third conJuga.tion class, has the tense/aspect
marker /-aa-/ (surface -o_-). For a different view, cf. Hock's second
contribution to this volume.
7
Only the first and second person singiilar and third person will
be cited, as these provide all of the information relevant to the
present discussion.
3
The i_ which occurs between the root-final consonant eind the ending
in certain forms of this paradigm is there as a resvilt of the fact that
rekti is a ia-stem.
q
The term 'characterized' refers to the fact that a non-0 VS is
present in the form.
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Final shortening is the synchronic reflex of Leskien's Law,
which shortened word-final high-pitched syllables.
Denominative verbs constitute am exception to this statement
,
for, being derived from nouns, they often have polysyllabic roots.
Their accentuation creates no problems, however, aince it seems to be
predictable in terms of the nouns from which they are derived.
12
It might appear at first glance that matjrti belongs to Type
(a) rather than to Type (B), since the VS is accented whenever present
(i.e. in the infinitive) and since, in forms without the YS, the root
syllable is heavy dnd accented in prefixed forms (cf. 3 Sg. pres. apmato )
.
However, it can be shown that this verb does in fact belong to Type(B)
that is, that the accent has been placed on the root -syllable of this
verb just as in other -yti verbs (e.g. v£lgyti ) : There is in Lithuanian
a low-level phonetic rule of vowel lengthening, referred to as Secondary
Lengthening by Kenstowicz (see his contribution to this volume).
According to this rule, stressed non-high vowels are lengthened if they
occur in open syllables (and categorially in closed syllables also).
(cf. mato Cma:to:D, but matau Cmataul, where stress has been moved off
the root vowel a by the rule DSL, and the vowel has therefore not been
lengthened by the Secondary Lengthening Rule ) . Since a thorough
discussion of this rule can be found in Kenstowicz 's contribution to
this voliame, no more will be said about it here. The important point
is that the root vowel a is underlyingly short and, if the VS -^-
had received its accent by the VS accent assignment rule, the prefixed
present-tense forms would have prefix accent, since the syllable is
still light at the point at which the accent is assigned. Thus, we
must assume that all third conjugation verbs in -yti receive root accent
,
that non-high short vowels are lengthened later by the low-level leng-
thening rvile, and that an accented -^-is a result of the application of
the r\ile DSL, since it is accented only in forms which have low pitched
root vowels (cf. mato vs . valgo )
.
13
Only the first three rules are ordered with respect to one another.
Furthermore, these three rules must be ordered before the remaining
four, which may apply in any order.
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lU
The accentuation of prefixes is actually not as straightforward as
we have presented it in this paper, for when more than one morpheme
occurs to the left of the root, it is the rightmost which receives the
accent: e.g. 3Sg. pret. uzlenke < uzlenkti 'bend sideways', but
uzsilenke , where uz- is the verbal prefix and si_ is the reflexive mozT)heme.
Furthermore, when disyllabic prefixes occur, the accent appears on the
second syllable of the prefix: e.g. 3 Sg. pret. apibare < apibarti
'scold'. Thus, it appears that, for verbal forms, at least, there is
a constraint to the effect that the accent may occur no farther than
one syllable to the left of the root syllable.
There exists one prefix in the language, namely ger-- which is
different from all other prefixes in that it is always accented. Because
of this clearly exceptional behavior, examination of forms with ger_-
can be of no great value in determining '^.n analysis of Lithuanian
verbal accentuation in general. Therefore, we will merely note the
existence of per- without devoting further attention to it.
For example, gelbeti
,
given in section 2.1, group II (B) )
is exceptional in that it does not seem to fit into any of the semantic
categories which require root accent assignment. Its expected accentuation
would be on the VS.
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